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Solution

The idea is very simple but
effective! Polar animals that fall
into smaller pieces, like pieces of
ice. It is easy to realize that a direct
influence on the Arctic can have a
devastating impact on the animals
that live there. The black color is oil.

Can be made interactive banners
that can attract user to take action.
For example you see a bear, which
is dissolved in small pieces (of ice)
and you have a few seconds to save
the bear, press the save button
now. You will see the bear reunified,
and then runs happily from the
frame. Then it will appear another
animal which must be saved (every
time you will be directed to the site
www.savethearctic.org).
Such interactive banner can also be
used on the street.

Can be used pop-up ads. What

would happen if your screen freezes
instantly? You will see how boats
come in to exploit Arctic oil ... the
screen will crack into pieces of ice,

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/savethearctic/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/savethearctic/ideas/29027
https://uploads2.jovo.to/idea_attachments/561734/pinguin_bigger.png?1448553696
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What problem does your idea solve?

WORKING IN PROGRESS
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How does your idea solve the problem?
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Which (communication) means are necessary to turn your idea into a reality?
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Creative's profile

bonibom
artist

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design, Packaging Design, Communication Concept
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